In this work the interaction between quercetin and zirconium (IV) ions was studied in water-ethanol medium. The optimal conditions of the complex formation were found for the system: quercetin – zirconium – water–ethanol by using spectrophotometric method. The time and solvent dependences were evaluated.
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Flavonoids are a class of natural compounds with a high range of biological activities [1]. One of the main biological properties of flavonoids is the ability to reduce oxidizing processes; this can fully be used against cancer and cardio-vascular diseases. Despite the useful properties of these compounds only few of them are currently used in a pharmaceutical field. This occurs because of the fact that most of flavonoids are water insoluble. If one wants to introduce a medicine on a market, he should pay attention not only on a biological activity, but also on a water solubility of the product.

Despite the fact that flavonoids have been studying for more than 60 year, only few researches were made on a transfer of flavonoids to water soluble forms [2]. One of the methods of making compound water soluble is a complex formation. Moreover it is suggested that a biological activity can be increased if an organic ligand is coordinated with an appropriate metal-ion [3–5]. A lot of researches proved this hypothesis, although all their experiments were held in methanol solution. That’s why the question about can this hypothesis be used for all metals and for all conditions rises. This article gives an answer to this question, considering an example of quercetin-zirconium (IV) complex in water-ethanol medium.

One of easily accessible and biological active flavonoids is quercetin (Fig.1) [6]. It is known that quercetin is an antioxidant.

However, it can only be dissolved in ethanol and other organic solvents as methanol and acetylacetone. That is why it has not yet been used as an individual medicine. Several researches reported that quercetin can easily form complexes with metal ions, although all experiments were held in methanol [7–9]. In this work a new approach as introduced — the ability to form complex in water-ethanol medium.

Zirconium (IV) was chosen for this approach, as one of d-metals and good biologically active ions. From the pharmacology point of view zirconium (IV) complexes are noted for their significant biological properties, namely antibacterial and antifungal activities [10].

After studying the complex formation between quercetin and Zr(IV) the conditions of the formation were investigated.

**Experimental**

All materials and solvent were analytically and chemically pure graded. Quercetin is purchased from ISPH «Phytochemistry». Absorbance of investigated solutions was obtained on «CPhC-3».

**Synthesis of the complex:** 1 mL 1·10⁻³ mol/L of quercetin solution was mixed with 0,5 mL 1·10⁻³ mol/L of zirconium oxychloride, then 4 mL of water-ethanol mixture (1,5 mL H₂O + 1,5 mL 96 % ethanol) was
added to the reaction mixture. The solution became orange. After stirring UV-vis absorption spectra were recorded in the spectral range 300–700 nm using water as a comparison solution. UV-vis (λ, nm, lg, H2O): 370 nm (ε = 1042.36 ± 0.03), 395 nm (ε = 1420.71 ± 0.08) and 485 nm (ε = 2966.66 ± 0.01).

Results and discussion

As the result of the preliminary experiments it was determined that quercetin formed orange complex with zirconium (IV) ions in water-ethanol medium. The UV-vis spectra of initial flavonoid and complex showed 3 absorption bands (Fig. 2), two of which were identical in both samples: 360 nm and 395 nm. However regarding the third band it is shown that a bathochromic shift is occurred.

![Figure 2. UV-vis spectra of quercetin (a) and its complex with zirconium (IV) (b)](image)

This reason of this shift is the increase of conjugation during complex formation. A new ring can be formed between the 3-hydroxy – metal – the 4-carbonyl group in the C-ring [11]. These sites are the first possible ones to form the complex, because of the acidity of C3-oxo group of quercetin and no steric hindrance to oxygen of carbonyl group (C4) to form a ring between itself – Zr(IV) – 3-OH group. Thus UV-vis spectra proved the formation of a new quercetin – zirconium (IV) complex. The 5-OH group can’t be involved because of lesser proton acidity [12].

The investigation of optimal conditions. The optimal conditions of complex formation are essential to understand when and how a complex is formed. Furthermore they can give more information about a structure of the complex.

The time dependence. During the preliminary experiments it was determined that an absorbance of the complex is changing within a time. That is why the time dependence was investigated in the system: zirconium (IV) – quercetin – water – ethanol (Fig. 3).

![Figure 3. Kinetic curve of Zr (IV) – quercetin complex](image)
As it is seen from figure 3, the absorbance decreases during first 15 minutes, then it remains almost constantly, which contributes to the fact that the complete complex formation occurs after 15 minutes. Thus, further researches were made after 15 minutes from solutions’ preparations.

The solvent dependence. As it was said previously the major problem of flavonoids is water insolubility. That’s why it is important to make fully or partly water soluble compound to use it as a medicine in future.

It is known, that quercetin dissolves in ethanol and not in water. Considering its complex with zirconium (IV), its solubility in water is also not high, that’s why further experiments were studied in water-ethanol medium. It was established, that if the content of ethanol is under 15 %, it falls in precipitation.

Priorly it was shown that the ethanol’s content influenced on complex absorbance; thus it can be suggested, that ethanol is involved in complex structure.

The dependence of quercetin – zirconium (IV) complex absorbance on solvent’s concentration is on fig. 4. As the received results show, that with the increase of ethanol concentration, the absorbance of complex solution increases too. However, the absorbance increases only till 65 % and then it goes down. The filling of water molecules in the inside coordination sphere of zirconium ions on the ethanol molecules is carried out during increase of ethanol, accompanying with the increase of absorbance. It was determined the complete structure of the complex forms at 65 % ethanol in the system. Further experiments were carried out using optimal ethanol’s volume — 65 %.

![Figure 4. Effect of solvent](image)

The stability constant of complex is \((9.56±0.01)\cdot10^9\), this number shows that the complex is averagely stable. Complex forms at the room temperature.

Conclusion

This work describes the investigations of the interaction in the system: quercetin – zirconium (IV) – water – ethanol. Furthermore the optimal conditions of complex formation in the system were investigated. It was shown that the complex formation depended on time and ethanol volume in the system. It was also established that ethanol molecules can be included in the structure of the complex.
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Этанол-сулы ортада кверцетин мен цирконийдің (IV) комплекс тузу кабілеті

Сулы-этанолды ортада кверцетин мен цирконий (IV) арасындағы өрекеттесу және өрекеттесу процесі ортада көршіледі. Спектрофотометриялық өлдісті көздөн аркалы кверцетин–цирконий (IV) – су – этанол биохимиялық комплекс тұзулығын өнімді әрекеттесу тарықтары табылды. Комплекс өрекеттесу деп сипатталған активтық құралың ұақыт пен өрқе тұрақтылығына қатысты.
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Комплексообразование кверцетина с цирконием (IV)

в водно-этанолной среде

В статье изучено взаимодействие между кверцетином и ионами циркония (IV) в водно-этанольной среде. Найдены оптимальные условия образования комплекса в системе кверцетин–цирконий (IV) – вода – этанол с использованием спектрофотометрического метода. Исследованы зависимости оптической плотности комплексного соединения от времени и содержания растворителя.